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Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 83
What file is the table structure saved in?

A. C5DatA. DAT
B. C5Direct.SYS
C. C5DatA. DMO
D. C5User.SYS

Answer: B

QUESTION: 84
What startup parameters are used to start the programme with the opportunity to select the user
type?

A. -F
B. -B
C. -M
D. -U

Answer: D

QUESTION: 85
What does the startup parameter -S do?

A. All users except the one that logs on with -S are logged off
B. New users cannot log on but existing users remain in the system
C. New users cannot log on and existing users are logged off
D. All users except the Supervisor are logged off

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 86
Which of the following statements about the Data manipulation window are correct?

A. You can delete data in a table
B. You can update (i.e. change) data in a table
C. You can add new fields to a table
D. You can cancel the deletion of data in a table so that you can have your original data again.

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 87
Which start up parameters are used to start up the program with a specific menu file?

A. -U
B. -F
C. - M
D. -?

Answer: C

QUESTION: 88
What effect does selecting "System" in the Access field of the G/L table have?

A. The system can post the accounts, but the user cannot
B. The system cannot automatically post the accounts
C. Neither the system nor the user can post the accounts
D. Both the system and the user can post the accounts

Answer: A

QUESTION: 89
How many times can you create opening entries?
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A. Once per fiscal year
B. Twice per fiscal year
C. As often as you want, up until the period is closed
D. As often as you want

Answer: D

QUESTION: 90
Can a file be created for automatic payment of customers?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Depends on the parameter
D. Yes, but only if you use the Order module

Answer: A
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